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Executive summary 

Fusepool creates a cloud-based platform or data ecosystem for pooling textual data (e.g. documents) and 
structured data (e.g. Linked Data or Linked Open Data) originating from disparate sources into a Linked 
Data pool that is easily accessible and searchable by end-users as well as reusable by other developers (e.g. 
SMEs). 

In order to improve relevancy of search results, Fusepool uses text analytics, semantic clustering, 
visualization, recommendation and adaptive semantic search techniques. In order to enhance the quality of 
the collected Linked Data, automatic semantic data enhancement and social curation of enhancements via 
crowdsourcing is leveraged. 

The technical novelty of the Fusepool approach lies on extensive use of machine learning techniques in 
order to automate tasks that are extremely time consuming or practically impossible to be done by human 
experts, e.g. automatic enhancement of textual sources with ontology components and learning user 
preferences for adaptive search. The main measurable objective of the project is significant improvement on 
state of the art of adaptive search and visualization of documents and data encoded in RDF and available as 
Linked Data. 

The Fusepool consortium consists of five research and implementation partners (SEARCH, TREPA, 
XEROX, GEOX, BUAS), and one end-user partner (ENOLL) who represents a large number of SMEs in a 
European Network of Living Labs. The total budget for the project is € 2.46 million including an EC 
contribution of € 1.93 million. The consortium made good progress during the first 12 months of the project. 

User requirements about possible use case scenarios were collected and final use cases and data sets to be 
used have been selected and enhanced using the Fusepool platform. Selected use cases belong to different 
but related fields (such as patent search, partner search) influencing positively the overall impact of the 
project outcome. The consortium will have implemented all mentioned use cases by the end of the project. It 
is further planned to expand the number of use cases by involvement of Living Labs and SME competition. 

During Year 1, system architecture choices were defined and partially implemented. An integrated software 
platform based on Apache Stanbol (from the FP7 IKS project) was adopted and various Stanbol subsystems 
and interfaces were reused were possible. Because Apache Stanbol does not provide all the required 
functionality, the project team extended Apache Stanbol with the needed functionality and contributing back 
to the open-source community. Developed components follow the Stanbol architecture to be integrated into 
the existing system. A demo of the various components of the overall platform was provided during the 
review meeting. The source code of the components is available as open source via GitHub. 

The Fusepool R7 Framework is a set of integrated components and best practices that support the critical 
steps along the linked data value chain: 

• Recruit end users and critical stakeholders (e.g. Open Call for users/developers) 

• Research requirements (eg. Co-creation of requirements with end users) 

• Reveal the data (e.g. identifying and sourcing relevant data sources) 

• Refine the data (e.g. text extraction, transformation) 

• Reuse it in novel ways (e.g. data enrichment, interlinking) 

• Release the data (e.g. data governance, privacy, promotion) 

• Run data-driven applications (e.g. delivery, visualization, maintenance). 

Fusepool provides what Accenture calls "industrialized data services" - data as service for context-based 
services build on converging data architectures, platform as service, and security across the data platform.1 

1 Accenture Technology Vision 2012 rhttp://www.accenłure.eoIn/SiteCollectionDocuments/PDF/Aecenture-Tet;hrioloav-Vision-2012.pdfl 
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